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MPC met on October 22. The group discussed:

**DRAW Equipment Storage Outside SRC:**

DRAW currently has equipment stored out along the SRC’s western wall. The MPC asked DRAW to think on some options for storage and bring them back to MPC in a few months.

**Conex Containers on Campus:**

The MPC normally issues permits for Conex containers with an expiration date (the containers are intended to be short-term). However, there are many containers on UAF property that were never approved or are long past the date when they should have been removed. The group formed an ad hoc committee to look into a better permitting process and the possibility of a storage solution, like a Conex yard located somewhere on campus but out of immediate sight lines.

**Veteran’s Memorial Update:**

The group looked at preliminary sketches for a Veteran’s Memorial on campus. One concept sketch has the memorial placed near the south entrance to the Rasmuson Library. The other concept has the memorial at the observation point across from the Reichardt Building.

**Building Address Changes:**

Over the next several years, building addresses on campus will be reviewed. Some buildings may receive new addresses to improve emergency response. Visible building addresses will also be added to building exteriors.

MPC is scheduled to meet again on November 5, too close to meeting #266 to update this report.